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Title word cross-reference

_mod_ [BS09], _\lambda_ [KS13b, MP03], _\lambda\delta_ [Gui09],
_A\mu_ [Sau10], _\mu_ [GLSG15, MM07], _n!_ [AI03],
_O(m \log n)_ [GJKW17], _\omega_ [BBS07, CHH09], _\pi_ [TM10], _qM\mu_ [MM07].

-%Calculus_ [GLSG15, KS13b, MM07, TM10, MP03, Sau10]. _-regular_ [BBS07, CHH09].

2003 [Kol05]. 2008 [KM10]. 2SAT [Sub04].

3-valued [SG07].

abduction [LS07, LY07]. Abductive
[KKLJU14, MSS14, SDSS13, ACG+08].
abelian [MOG05]. ability [GS09].

abnormality [CEG05]. Abstract
[BG03a, BG08a, BD07b, FFP15, MZ17, TZ02, TZ04, GRS05, Gur00, MM02].
abstract-state [Gur00]. Abstraction
[CGWW15, CV10, LB07, LLM+07, SG07].
abstraction-refinement [CV10, SG07].
abstractions [NNN11, YRSW07].
accessing [ACW12]. Accumulative
[BCHK14]. Ackermann [LOW16].
Ackermann-Complete [LOW16]. Action
[PS17, BG02]. actions [DST13, ILNR09].
Actor [AFMGMM16]. Actor-Based
[AFMGMM16]. additive [HV05]. adjoint
[DST13]. admissibility [WZ08]. Affine
[AR02, Try16, CM06]. against [BBS07].
agent [ACG+08, DNS00, Lia05]. agents
[DL04, DKS06]. aggregate [CSN05].
aggregates [Fer11]. Algebra
Algebra-coalgebra [BBH+14]. algebraic [Bou09, TZ02, VGD06, VGD07]. algebras [RV01, TZ04]. Algorithm [GJKW17, BK10, BBH+14, CM06].


Calculi [DHS16, GS13b, BO02, GGOP09, MOG05, Vor01]. Calculus [GLSG15, MN12, NS15, SPAV15, AJ05, ET06, GL10, GGO09, JK09, KS13b, MM07, MP03, OPS07, PQ07, Rei01, Sal03, SP11, Sau10, TM10, VV07, ZHD14]. Camera [BGLC04]. cardinality [CSS10, Sze11]. case [GN11]. causes [CHK08, CHK10]. CCS [AFIL09].

Certainty [YSG09]. Certificated [PDHR14, CS08]. Chains [BHM15, ABB00, CDKM13]. Change [DST13, PKW12]. channel [BBS07].
erroneous [YSG09]. Eternity [Hes05]. Euclidean [KNPHZ13]. Evaluation
[FFF15, MBN12, RS14]. Evaluation-Driven [FFF15]. Event
[BB17, LF01]. Extending [CPV09, Tan14]. extensible [BBC02]. extension [BG08a]. Extensional [CHRW13, SH06]. Extensions
[LS15, GGOS09, KB11]. exteriors [MO12]. External [CJL13]. Extraction [Bd12, CKK17].

[M006, BK10]. Faster [DHKP17]. FDNC
[ES10]. feasibility [IS04]. feature [Mie04]. Field
[ZG14]. Field-Sensitive [ZG14].

FIFO [GGKT12]. Finite
[CHH09, Mur05]. Finite
[Asp15, BBC+16, BKV15, GLSG15, NSV04, RS14, AR04, AFIL09, EH01, FD14, GPW10].

finite-state [EH01]. Finite-Variable
[BKV15]. First [AZZ14, DG12, DG07, EG16, FHK00, GHK08, GJL15, HK15b, Kar13, KT15, MM12, WDB13, Avi03, Bau14, GS00, GS02, Lib04, RD04, Sch05].

First-Order [AZZ14, EG16, GJL15, HK15b, Kar13, KT15, MM12, WDB13, DG12, DG07, FHK00, GHK08, Avi03, Bau14, GS00, GS02, Lib03, RD04, Sch05].

Fixed [Bae12, LT03, DGK04, HW10].

Fixed-parameter
[LT03]. Fixpoint
[CGWW15, SSS12, VGD06, VGD07]. Flat
[SV08]. flow [JK09]. Floyd [AMMO09].

Floyd-Hoare [AMMO09]. FO
[BS09]. Focalization [Sim14]. Formal

[Kra15, GMS12, Gui09]. Formalizing
[SPNS14]. formally [ADGR07]. formats
[BFV04]. Forms [RMV17, HP05]. Formula
[HLM13, A103]. Formula/Literal [HLM13]. formulae [Ari07]. formulas
[AD14, GS00, LR06, Sub04]. forth [GO02].

Foundational [CS08]. foundations [GL13].

Founded [BVD16, EILS11, WZ05]. Fragment
[HRW17, AJ05, Bau14].

Fragments
[CMVT12, CPRW16, AL04, BMS+11].

Framework [TSH15, ACG+08, AAD11, AMMO09, GD07a, CV10, S08, GNZ08, LA13, Lia05, MM02, RS13, She08, SG07].

Frameworks [FFF15, BCM04]. free
[BGR14, HV05]. freeze [DL09]. Frege
[BBI7, BSH10, IS06]. full [ST14]. fully
[LA13]. function [AE09, ES10]. functionals
[BK02]. functions
[AE09, Avi03, BGV01, Pau06]. fusion
[Lib05]. Fuzzy
[FPS14, SJV12].

G3i [FFF15]. Game
[FMS16, Pla15, DH02, MN12, SG07].

game-based [MN12, SG07]. Games
[BPT14, BMM15, CD14, CKPP12, MW15, AL04, BSH10, CHH09, CDH11]. General
[BGM14, ZZZ17, AMMO09, SY+03].

Generalized
[MN12, BSMS13].

Generalizing [BCM09]. Generation
[CKK17, AR04, CGS10]. generators [AL04].

Generic
[BBD13, MT05]. geometry
[Dal09b]. goal [Sto05]. goal-directed
[Sto05]. good [BMS+11]. governed
[ASP09]. GPU [K117]. Graded [BMM12].

Graph
[BM17, Tan13, DZ13]. graphs
[Lyn05, M09, Sz11, Tri09]. Greatest
[Bae12]. Ground
[GL14, Bon09, VH05].

Guarded
[BT16, DLS01, GH002, HV008].

Guest
[BMR09]. guided [CV10].

Hájek [BM08]. Handling
[BF13]. Happen
[AFMGM16]. Hard
[Fon15, SUWC16].

Harrington
[CGL16]. Having
[Sim15].
Lyn05]. Lax [Rab15]. Layer [FMZV15].
Least [Bae12, KS13b]. left [AFI09, MR03].
length [Sub04]. LF [HP05, UCB11]. LICS
[GHJP03, Kol05]. Light [AR02]. like
[Sub04]. limitation [Cha06]. limitations
[Rab07]. Limiting [BL16]. Limits [CR16].
Linear [Bae12, BF13, FPS14, HK15b, ST15,
YLYF14, BBS07, BJW05, CDKM13, Dal09a,
Dal09b, GGV02, HV05, KRS05, KV05b].
Linear-Logic [BF13]. Linear-Time
[GHJP03, Kol05]. Light [AR02]. like
Sub04]. limitation [Cha06]. limitations
Rab07]. Limiting [BL16]. Limits [CR16].
Linear [Bae12, BF13, FPS14, HK15b, ST15,
YLYF14, BBS07, BJW05, CDKM13, Dal09a,
Dal09b, GGV02, HV05, KRS05, KV05b].
Linear-Logic [BF13]. Linear-Time
[GHJP03, Kol05]. Light [AR02]. like
Sub04]. limitation [Cha06]. limitations
Rab07]. Limiting [BL16]. Limits [CR16].
Linear [Bae12, BF13, FPS14, HK15b, ST15,
YLYF14, BBS07, BJW05, CDKM13, Dal09a,
Dal09b, GGV02, HV05, KRS05, KV05b].
Linear-Logic [BF13]. Linear-Time
[GHJP03, Kol05]. Light [AR02]. like
Sub04]. limitation [Cha06]. limitations
Rab07]. Limiting [BL16]. Limits [CR16].
Linear [Bae12, BF13, FPS14, HK15b, ST15,
YLYF14, BBS07, BJW05, CDKM13, Dal09a,
Dal09b, GGV02, HV05, KRS05, KV05b].
Linear-Logic [BF13]. Linear-Time
[GHJP03, Kol05]. Light [AR02]. like
Sub04]. limitation [Cha06]. limitations
Rab07]. Limiting [BL16]. Limits [CR16].
Linear [Bae12, BF13, FPS14, HK15b, ST15,
YLYF14, BBS07, BJW05, CDKM13, Dal09a,
Dal09b, GGV02, HV05, KRS05, KV05b].
}
Models [RS14, vdBG12]. modular
[AAD11, Sto05]. modularity
[VGD06, VGD07]. Modulo [ST15, CGS10].
Monadic
[EGT16, GPW10, Mam16, Sze11, KS13a].
Monads [WT03]. Monodic [DFK06].
Monotone
[BVD16]. Morphisms [Rab15].
Most
[CJL13]. motion [BGCL04]. MSO
[EH01]. multi [Lia05]. multi-agent [Lia05].
multiagent
[GS09, LvdMR00]. multiary [SP11].
multicast [BMRS10]. Multicriteria
[KKLJU14]. Multiple
[BVD16]. Operators
[BMRS10]. Optimal
[CDG15, Sub04, CM06, PQ07].
Optimality
[GL10]. Optimization
[CKK17, ST15, SBSM13]. optimize
[Vor01]. Optimizing
[CM06]. Order
[AZZ14, CHRW13, EGT16, GJL15, HK15, JR15, Kar13, KT15, LV12, MM12, WDB13, AJ05, Avi03, Bau14, BB14, CPV09, Dal09, D12, DG07, FHK00, GKH08, GS00, GS02, KS13a, Lib03, MM02, MP03, Pie09, Rat04, Sal03, Sch05, Sze11, Tan14].
order-invariant [GS00]. Ordered
[BL16, BGS16, CNR03]. orderings
[BG08b]. orders [KRS05]. Ordinary
[BG06, BG07a, BG07b]. Other
[CLZ15, BCM09]. Outlier
[AGP07]. Overlooked
[LW15].
Paracausal
[Ari07, CCHK15]. Parallel
[AFMGMM16, SDSS13, BG03a, BG08, PQ07]. parameter
[LT03]. Parameterized
[AK15, BGL13]. Parametric
[ELP01, BDR08]. Parametrised
[LMS17]. Paris
[HLM16]. Parity
[BPT14, AD14, CDH11]. Partial
[CD14, BG08b, KT03, TZ04].
Partial-Observation
[CD14]. partiality
[JNS+06]. Partially
[BG16]. passing
[Ber04, GM09b]. path
[BFW03]. pattern
[MP03]. PCL
[GGS00]. Pebbling
[BGMZ14, Tan13]. Pebbling
[Nor12]. PELCR
[PQ07]. Literal
[HLM13]. SSReflect
[HCM13]. Perfect
[Kra15]. Permissive
[DG12]. Permissive-nominal
[DG12]. persistency
[ACF05, CFS10].
Persistent \cite{BG11a, HCMS13}. Perspective \cite{LV12}. Phase \cite{LWG13, WWSL16}. Piecewise \cite{GGKT12}. Plane \cite{Try16}. planning \cite{AM01, BGLC04, EFL04, SBTM06}. PLP \cite{She08}. pointer \cite{HS10}. Points \cite{BAe12, DGK04}. Polymorphic \cite{VV07}. Polynomial \cite{GM02, AS02, GL10, GNT04}. Polynomial-time \cite{GM02}. positions \cite{Ser01}. Positive \cite{MM12, SUWC16, Che14}. Possibilistic \cite{SFL17}. Power \cite{CR16, DGM12, NS15}. Precongruence \cite{BFV04}. Predicate \cite{ET06, LB07}. Predicate-calculus-based \cite{ET06}. predicates \cite{LB07}. predicative \cite{AL10}. preference \cite{GGO09}. preference-based \cite{GGO09}. preferential \cite{Ari07}. Preferred \cite{AZZ14, ABEZIP03, BBSM13, SDSS13, WWSL16}. Preorders \cite{DCHA03}. Presburger \cite{Kla08}. Preservation \cite{TSH15}. prime \cite{ADGR07}. principle \cite{SH07}. principled \cite{AAD11}. principles \cite{BB14}. privacy \cite{MN12}. Probabilistic \cite{DH02, DNS00, EY12, FFP15, HGS07, LT09, LLM07, Luk01, MSS14, SS12, SDSS13, SPA15, BBS07, DKS06, ILN09, SPS11}. Probability \cite{BTV16}. preserving \cite{TSH15}. Problem \cite{BHM15, DMM17, MMPV14, SJV12}. Problems \cite{ADGV14, BB17, DHL12, FMS16, GGKT12, SBSM13, ABEZIP03, Buhl11, CSS10, ET06, GNT04, WZ08}. Procedural \cite{FKN17, CPV09}. Procedure \cite{FFF15, BJW05, RV01}. Procedures \cite{AKS13, BGL13, ABR09, GS09}. Process \cite{GL14, Ber04, BG02}. Processes \cite{CKPP12, FDY14, CV10, YFDJ09}. Processing \cite{PDHR14}. Processor \cite{BG01}. producing \cite{Ber04}. Product \cite{Soj16}. Program \cite{BD12, BG08a, DHL12, MZ17, GJ12, MP09, Mur05, Zha06}. program-based \cite{Zha06}. Programming \cite{CHR13, DSWG13, SPNS14, AM01, ACG+08, AGP07, BMR06, BMRS10, DBM01, EFL+04, EFW07, GL13, HVV08, LF01, Luk01, Rei01, SI08}. Programs \cite{AZZ14, Dra16, FS15a, FKN17, GS13b, RS14, SBSM13, SS13, WWSL16, ZZ17, ACF05, ACW12, BER04, BDP04, CFS10, DGM04, DEPT11, BDM01, DNS00, ES10, EILS11, Fer11, GKO8, HVV08, HS10, LPM01, LT03, LSS04, MR03, RW05, Sak05, SKGST09, SYZ03, VDS01, WS05]. Progression \cite{PS17}. promise \cite{DT10}. Proof \cite{BM08, CGL16, ET01, HV05, LL15, McK13, SDW14, TM10, ADGR07, BG09, DST13, MT05, MO06, St05, Vor01}. Proof-complexity \cite{ET01}. proof-search \cite{Vor01}. Proofs \cite{ALN16, BPT14, BB17, Bd12, GM09b, Kra15, BSH10, DT01, SKGST09, VDS01}. Propagation \cite{WDB13, CLS07}. Properties \cite{BHM15, CCK16, DHKP17, YLYF14, ABEZIP03, BBS07, BCM09, CDKM13, CCL10, KKW10, Lib00b, Lib01}. property \cite{FFF05, LLM07}. Proposition \cite{BP11}. Propositional \cite{BPT14, CPRW16, FFF12, HK15b, HLM13, Jap06a, Jap06b, BO02, BV01, CEG05, CK00, DT10, Fer11, GN11, LA13, LS07}. properties \cite{DSTM13}. protocol \cite{MN12}. Protocols \cite{CCK16, CCD15, AM01, CKRT08, CCL10, KKW10, SV08}. prove \cite{Hes05}. prover \cite{OPS07}. Proving \cite{DGM04, FMZ15, NC12, MR03, Vor01}. PSPACE \cite{Bau14, GMR12, SP09}. PSPACE-complete \cite{Bau14}. public \cite{CKRT08}. Pudlák \cite{BSh10}. Pure \cite{HS10}. Pushdown \cite{CCD15, FKL15, Kar13}. QoS \cite{BMR10}. QSQR \cite{MBN12}. Qualitative \cite{CDH11, ILNR09}. Quantification \cite{SUWC16, KR02}. Quantified \cite{DMM17, Ari07, BCM09, Rat06}. Quantifier \cite{BK15, BGR14, DL09}. Quantifier-free \cite{BGR14}. quantifiers \cite{AD14, Rat04, Sch05}. Quantitative \cite{CDH10, MW15, MM07}. Quantum
sequences [KHST12]. Sequent
[BO02, MOG05, LA13, OPS07, SP11, Vor01].
Sequent [Gur00]. sequentiality [BK02].
Set [AZZ14, BVD16, DSTW13, GS13b, WWSL16, EFW07, HV08, SI08, SBTM06].
Set-Inductions [BVD16]. Sets [BGS16, BMT13, DFO06, DPR08, DG12, Sak05].
Sequential [Gur00]. sequentiality [BK02].
Set [AZZ14, BVD16, DSTW13, GS13b, WWSL16, EFW07, HV08, SI08, SBTM06].
Set-Inductions [BVD16]. Sets [BGS16, BMT13, DFO06, DPR08, DG12, Sak05].
Shallow [RMV17]. signed [Ari07]. signing [KKW10].
Simplicial [vdBG12]. Simplification [FFF12]. simply [BERS04].
simulate [IS06]. Simulation [BG03b, Hes05, Tri09]. Simulation-based [BG03b].
simulations [GV04]. Simultaneous [Bou09]. single [SV08].
singleton [Cra07, SH06]. situation [Rei01].
size [AI03, AS02, GL10, KS13b, Kla08].
size-degree [GL10]. Skolem [Avi03, BHM15]. Slicing [MZ17]. Small
[FLM+15, BG06, BG07a, BG07b]. small-step [BG06, BG07a, BG07b]. Social
[SBM13], societies [ASP09]. Soft
[BM06, BMR06, BMRS10]. Soft-constraint
[BMRS10]. software [Cha06]. Solutions
[MS14, San17]. Solve [SBM13], solvers
[AR04]. Solving [SVJ12, BGLC04, DPR08, ET06, KV05a, Rat04, Rat06]. Some
[IS04]. Sound [BMS13, Cra07, SDW14, AMMO09].
Space [FLM+15]. Spaces
[KNPHZ13, KWS+03]. spatio [GHK08].
spatio-temporal [GHK08]. special
[GHJP03, KM10, Kol05, BMR09].
specification [CHK08, CHK10, TZ02].
Specifications
[BCHK14, Bou09, Hes05, SV10, TM10].
specified [Lyn05]. Specifying [ASP09].
Spectra [KT15]. Splitting
[VDG06, VGD07]. ST [BG02]. Stability
[LL15]. Stable [ZZ17, JNS+06]. standard
[OPS07]. state [BG03a, BG08a, EFL+04, EH01, Gur00, Mur05, NV04]. Statecharts
[LM02], static [MP09]. Statistical
[DHKP17]. Step
Sim15, BG06, BG07a, BG07b]. steps
[LM02]. STGLAs [Ber04]. Stochastic
[CD14, BBD03]. Strategic [MW15, GS09].
Strategies
[CKPP12, MMPV14, GK09, MV04, vHPP00]. Strategy
[PDHR14, Sim15, KKW10].
streams [San10]. Strength
[EFH14, Nor12, CT06]. strict [MP03].
string [EH01]. strings [NSV04]. Strongly
[LPV01]. Structural
[CR16, KRW12, Sim14, LA13]. structure
[BG11b, Gus07], structured [GJ12].
Structures [NS15, SDW14, DG07, GPW10].
Stuttering [GJKW17]. style [GM09b].
Substitution [NS15, Pie09]. Substructural
[KT03]. Substructures [BMM15].
Succinctly [MS14]. Succinctness [GN12].
Sup [MP09]. Sup-interpretations [MP09].
Super [BDP04, MS14]. Super-Solutions
[MS14]. Superposition [HW10]. Support
[CJL13], suspension [GK08]. Symbolic
[Ber04, FDY14, HMR05]. symbols [ES10].
syntactic [DZ13]. syntactical [AS02].
syntax [MM02]. Synthesis
[CDG15, GS13a]. System [Sim15, BG11b, CHK08, CHK10, Gug07, Gui09, LPF+06].
Systems
[CR15, EY12, FMZV15, GS13a, GGTK12, GL14, KRW12, RMV17, Sch15, YLYF14, BBS07, CNDR03, GNT04, GS09, HMR05, IS06, KB11, LA13, LY07, LvdMR00, VH05].
Tableau
[CDG15, KS13b, GGOS09, GS09, ST14].
Tableau-based [GS09]. Tableaux
[FFF12, GGGP09], tabling [VDS01].
Taming [CLSZ15, FS16]. Tautologies
[CGL16]. Technique [SDW14, VH05].
Temporal [AKRZ14, BCHK14, CDG15, DHKP17, FPS14, GC12, HK15b, LOW16, LMS17, MS14, SS12, AELP01, BK10, DFK06, DKS06, FDP01, FR10, GL13, GHK08, SPSS11, ZHD14]. Term
[RMV17, CN DR03, GNT04, KS13b, Pie09, RV01, SKGST09, VH05]. Terminating
[RS14]. Termination


without [MM12]. witnessing [BB14].

Word [BM17]. words [BDM+11, Laz11].

XML [AMN+03, HGS07]. XPath [Fig12, JL11].

YAPA [BCD13].

Zeno [LOW16].
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